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About This Game

Hunt dinosaurs. With friends.

Apex Hunters is a single player/cooperative multiplayer game that pits players against the most intelligent, formidable, and
brutal predators in history.

And then there's the herbivores. They're pretty chill until you shoot them.

Key Features:

Intelligent Dinosaur AI - Dinosaurs will dynamically form packs, share information to coordinate attacks, and outflank
their prey

Team Building Exercise - Form a Field Team with your friends and assert dominance over the dinos

Varied Environments - Roam across kilometers of mountains, forests, and valleys, at different times of day and in
different weather conditions

Play How You Want - With multiple game modes like free-form hunting and exploration, procedurally generated
missions, and fighting off waves of dinosaurs, there's something for everyone
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Story:
While dinosaurs themselves are not paranormal, the means by which we resurrected them is.

The Center for Paranormal Research and Containment needs your help. There's been a security breach at a remote hot lab
codenamed "Iridium-6," flooding the region with hundreds of live specimens.

That's where you come in.

A commissioned CPRC Field Team made up of freelancers and guns-for-hire, your objective is to recon the area and take
charge of the situation by any means necessary. Complete tasks for the Center, and you will be rewarded.

But with all other agency resources committed elsewhere, there will be no backup to save you if things go south. Keep your eyes
up and weapons loaded.

Good luck, Field Agents.
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Title: Apex Hunters
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Team CPRC
Publisher:
Theine Dreams
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+ 64-bit

Processor: Intel i3 (fifth generation+), AMD A8-3800

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 5500+, or Radeon HD 6550D+ integrated graphics

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: Onboard or discrete sound card capable of stereo output

Additional Notes: Requires an internet connection with a minimum of 1 Megabit per second (Mb/s) down

English
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Victory at Sea put you in command of your very own fleet of warships, from the puny Clemson all the way up to a mighty Iowa
Battleship. In terms of represented navies the biggest ones are all there, Kriegsmarine(Germany), USN(US), RN(UK),
IJN(Japan) RM(Italy) and both Free and Vichy French navies.

I agree with the previously stated that it is similar to Mount and Blade series. With an overall world map and moving from fight
to fight. building a naval squadron, losing said naval squadron and doing things like repair and support other captains. Though
however simplified in the sense you do not have to repair the ships yourself or replenish any aircrew or aircraft.

From personal experience, the tactical fight takes place in a setting similar to Navyfield and the naval action of Patrician IV.
Sporting a tactical map for bigger decisions and the ability to control a single or all ships, it's weaponry and targeting.
In terms of combat it's fairly straight forward, and comes supplied with some, dubious quality videos to show you how its done.
It gets you the basics.
Other than that, a typical destroyer battle plays out like heading straight for the enemy, cross the T and then launch a salvo of
torpedoes and hope to higher powers they won't miss.

So for a diehard naval combatant, this game is really easy until you come up against something way outside of your class of ship
(destroyers vs. Heavy cruisers for instance) Or the game casually puts your carrier right next to the enemy battleship. Close
enough for crew to actually board. (And how it got that close to begin with is one massive miracle) Then watch your carrier be
blasted to bits. Goodbye ridiculous amount of saving money! A way to pre-deploy would be nice (And if the function is there, I
have missed it and blame only myself).

25.08 edit: Most of the glaring errors previously mentioned were fixed.

Reason I recommend this game, is because it is isn't in itself Bad. Or otherwise so buggy it ends up unplayable. It can become a
gem with quite a bit of polish to it. It is an interesting concept, and naval action has been sorely missed for my part.

I would personally argue its price does not justify what is contained within at the time of this review. Wait for a priceslash..
Love the game, but it demands a controller. Mouse and keyboard isn't precise enough.
The best part is the harmony in the gameplay and music. And it's crazy hard.

Unfortunately it runs slowly on my PC.

7/10 - I need a gamepad.. This Game Is Kinda Like Minecraft,Roblox, And Terraria Mixed Wich Is a Perfect Idea.
Keep Up the good work and Keep The Updates Agoing :D
The Graphics Are Amazing And It Works Well For LowEnd Computer's Or Laptop's
Also The Mobile Version Is Exacly Like The Pc Version Wich is What Everybody Would Expect.. I buy the dlc and I only have
a character that is normal ??. $5 for new weapons and a new environment. Definitely worth the purchase if you enjoy the base
game, but not essential by any means.. This is the best possible UBI game. Good strategy, blends clancyverse. makes me happy
so hip hip hooray
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Ugh this game my final worms game i have to review and its probaly the worst one here omg. This for a 1999 game i believe its
pretty good for back then and getting ready for armageddon! but i guess this is some sorta hype for armaegddon i dont know but
as a pinball game THERE IS SO MUCH BETTER OPTIONS I BELIEVE THERE'S ONLY 2 BOARDS AND THE SOUND
WHILE IS A BEST ALRIGHT AND THE MUSIC IS MEH THIS GAME IS QUITE A WASTE OF 6 BUCKS! SERIOUSLY
SOOO MUCH BETTER PINBALL GAMES AND U COULD EVEN JUST GO OUT OF UR WAY TO FIND A REAL
PINBALL TABLE! sigh but really this game is not worth the 6 bucks at all and now its on sale til jan 2nd which the price is a
bit more bareable and can be a bit more worth that price if this was free? then i would get it! but no that normal price is a waste.
and this game is a waste now i suggest just leaving it alone now cause its 15 years old and there is so much more better options. I
give it a 3.5/10 its a bit ok but seriously for the price and amount of stuff u can do in it, its bad and i need to play another worms
game now lol so yeah i dont recomened this game. Merry christmas guys. Didn't go into this one with much to ask , just
something to enjoy and play.

And that's sort of what i got with Blood Waves , it's a straightforward 3rd person survival shooter which feels like playing
Resident Evil of sorts.

You have a skilltree where you get 1point per wave you finish , and money after each wave , to purchase weapons and upgrades.

Now let me start with saying that the Skilltree is busted , you can stack damage reduction , you get up to 6% of your max hp
PER SECOND regenerated and then you have the classics like stamina increase , headshot dmg multiplier you know the good
stuff.

Weapons huh , Pistol , Uzi , Shotgun , Ak , Rocket Launcher(RPG) , Minigun and ... an AWP? Oh yeah there's also the
Machete which noone will ever use again now that you start with a Pistol (seriously why tho)

They all serve their purpose but to switch between any weapon you have to use the Weaponwheel , there are no hotkeys to bind
weapons to . yet?

But what is the game?

It's essentially a wavebased tower defence where you can purchase and place Turrets \/ Devices to slaughter zombies.

There is no limit to how far you can go , but your journey might end due to an unexpected bug which is fair enough considering
Early Access day1 OR you proceed further than people would've expected and discover that there's absolutely no spawncycle
present for wave30+ in addition to that the engine showed symptoms of giving up by the sheer amount of Monsters present on
the map.

Yes Early Access , yes day 1 but some things are just lul.

The Controls cannot be rebinded .yet? The Graphic settings are very limited , there is no ini access for modification and dual
monitor setup is buggy(your cursor is gonna exit the window every time you visit the shop to upgrade.)

The mouse is completely laggy , it feels as if there's vsync active , floaty , hard to predict and slow. The game is capped at 60fps
for whatever reason. The Dodge has i-frames yes but the draveldistance is 404 it looks a lil like me doing a somersault as a kid.
The running is toggle only , occasionally messes up when trying to cancel.

The enemies are basic zombies , heavy zombies , spitter zombies , boomer zombies and and Lightning zambonies , doesn't
matter you shoot the head it dies.

Apart from that you have a game , you can play it , you can enjoy it to a certain extent depending on how much you're into the
genre or may or may not enjoy the game.

For 10 bucks it's whatever honestly and if the team or the person puts some effort into playability , polish,hardware utilisation ,
spawncycles past wave30 , a different sound for the awp fire , some new weapons , some new zambonies and some minor
overhauls of textures and gameFX. Yes the game looks good , but it doesn't need to look good , it needs to run well. Framedrops
affect sensitivity , visuals . But none of that matters when ur forced to play with 60fps and ur mouse literally equalling the
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responsiveness of UT99 controls.

This game is better than alot of the games on the market , it's nothing out of the ordinary , but it has it's own thing going.
If this receives some love , some content and polish then this could be fun game with replayability.

The only thing that i do see happening is the game being made too easy across the board by all the people whining about how
hard it is.

I'm not trying to be an Elitist \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 i'm just being realistic . I don't feel
like i accomplished anything when i got it handed to me on a silver plate.

Give it a go , it's 10 bucks what the hell.

. the "LEVEL 1 Begins" audio is always playing until Dora become a hokage :). When I put on the goggle, I often seek to
immerse in a space where I can enter to feel relaxed, secured and intrigued. Beyond the Horizon is one of these experiences.
The simplistic touch and feel, state-of-art spatial audio and the human-centric motion design are three things to highlight. As
soon as I\u2019m in the experience, the environment prepared me to take a deep breath. The on-boarding process is as simple as
operating a doorbell. That\u2019s what I call good design: minimal frictions. Beyond the Horizon put me in comfort, as I move
forward and backward, my motion was exactly what my brain would expect. I have to call out the audio quality. The level of
details and the fine-crafted proximity and variety of sounds are a pleasure to immerse. Let\u2019s put it this way: I hope there is
a real world place like this!

I do hope to see some objects that I can interact with.
. While a lot of people seem not to like DT:R, I think it's a decent game if you're interested in games like Rollcage and the like.

Pros:
- Good graphics for it's time and runs at a stable 60fps on my system.
- Nice variety of locations to race.
- Cheap, even more so when it's on sale.

Cons:
- Gameplay gets boring quickly, the game is best enjoyed in short sessions.

I think DT:R suffers from the fact that the developers seemed unfocussed and didn't go 'all out' with this title, look at
Carmageddon or Twisted Metal for what I mean.

2.5 out of 5
. i got this on sale for 2.51...

-theres nothing to interact with
-few secrets
-lovely music
-quick game
-wierd graphics

would i recommend this game for its full price? no and i do not even really care about its sale price either, this game has hardly
any content, its just some nice fuzzy little experience at the end of the day. I'm giving this game a thumbs up just because I feel
bad for it. This is the most basic platformer that you will ever play. It is as simple as simple can be, and I'm glad I didn't pay
more than about a dollar for it. It is easy to get all the achievements, so if you like buying cheap Steam games to get an easy
100% achievement on, this is good for that. The game mechanics are seriously messed up. If you touch anything with your
body, you obtain your double jump again, including if you knock your head off a ceiling, so you can essentially walk along
ceilings and up platforms by just continually hitting the jump button and riding along something solid. I really don't think it was
intended to be like this, but it is. The game won't even let you naturally progress to certain stages. It will shoot you back out to
the main menu when it should just take you along to the next stage. You also have to grind the stages over and over again to be
able to earn enough coins to unlock other stages, which is rather tedious and no well-thought out. Again, I give it a thumbs up
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for being able to let me have 100% achievements in a game without much hassle and at about the price of a dollar. Plus, I
wanted to be the first English review for the game, and I'd hate the first one to be a thumbs down, but there's not really much
here to be able to recommend it to the average gamer.. played with 4gb ram the miniuem and reccomended requirements i
believe are too high but i will change to positive review. The Best <3. Best episode in this Season, It s all about Bosco, l think its
longest episode as it took 4h to finish it.
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